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ISMAPNG acknowledges the history, culture and diversity of indigenous peoples, and pays respect to their elders past and 
present, as well as future generations. We provide a safe, welcoming and inclusive environment for all diversity groups.
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The beauty of everyday …
To find mercy each day in our own hearts… and in the 

stranger, the friend and all of creation.



The mask! Go on smell the roses! 



The Mercy Mission Hub is an initiative of the Sisters of Mercy. 
Our vision for the Mercy Hub is guided by the Institute of Sisters of Mercy of 

Australia and Papua New Guinea.

➢ Global vulnerability – suffering of many peoples.
➢ Reverence for all creation – degradation of earth.
➢ New and changing needs in the local community
➢ Reflective action - based on Gospel justice.

Mercy Hub is a place of welcome and hospitality.

OUR STORY……



WHAT WE DO
Since the opening of the Hub in April 2016, we have built connections with 
a range of local community groups - St Vincent’s Health, local schools, 
CLAN  groups, Indigenous Hospitality House, Kinfolk and Sibling social 
enterprise cafes. 
This Rotary group has been our key support since we opened our doors 
and we are so grateful for the many levels of your support and practical 
assistance.
The activities of the Hub continue to evolve through a growing range of 
activities 

• Young adult leadership, 
• Justice evenings and events  -Young Mercy Links

• Music – video workshops
• Art workshops and Exhibitions

• Adult literacy education for refugee and migrant women
• Sustainability and education - schools
• Outreach within local community 
• Mission to PNG – Cook Houses

• Poetry gatherings
• Reflection and prayer.



The video is available for your 
viewing pleasure at 
https://vimeo.com/372596227

https://vimeo.com/372596227

https://vimeo.com/372596227
https://vimeo.com/372596227


Mercy

May you meet mercy each day:
in the light of your own heart,

in the hands of your loved ones,
in the eyes of the stranger and the needy.

And if by chance you do not at first meet it
then search your heart for it,

and it will tap you on the shoulder,
a quiet surprise, a small gesture, the tender look,

given and received 
in the encounters of your day.

“Poems and Prayers of Mercy” by Mary Wickham rsm


